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All that matters on the chess board is good moves
Bobby Fischer

This issue, the first in 2017, includes two important edito-
rials on the topics of quality of articles by Juha Jääskeläinen
[6] and scientific challenges by Ragnar Levi [7].

Likewise, a scientific journal believes in good papers, but
what are the characteristics of a good paper? Evidence-based
medicine and trends to measure scientific achievements have
inspired attempts to characterize high-quality research. We
have encountered serious researchers but also opinion-
makers and scientific lobbyists who believe in a general for-
mula and promulgate checklists to discriminate between good
science and bad. A good article and good science may be
different entities, but there is an overlap, and in reality, seem-
ingly Blow-quality^ sciencemay revolutionize a scientific par-
adigm. Brocas area was described in a case report [2] and the
landmark publication on Helicobacter pylori as a cause of
peptic ulcer was a proof of concept in a single volunteer [8].
In contrast, properly randomized prospective controlled stud-
ies, like ARUBA and COSS [1, 9, 11], may turn out to be
scientifically weak and actually create more confusion than
knowledge. In fact, LeLorier et al. showed that 35% of
meta-analyses could not be reproduced by subsequent ran-
domized prospective trials (RCTs; [5]), Ioannidis described
that a large proportion of highly cited RCTs were later
contradicted or showed smaller effects [3] and Kennedy-

Martin [4] described questionable external validity in 71%
of RCTs. Naturally, the structure of data collection and analy-
sis is important, but there is no formalistic solution, no single
way to carry out a study that would guarantee quality. Even
the best-regulated field, drug trials, utilizes prospective, ran-
domized, controlled trials primarily for phase 3; while a plu-
rality of laboratory investigations are necessary before non-
randomized phase 1 and randomized phase 2 studies.

The scientific methods are thus multiple and overlapping.
The optimal method for each study depends on the hypotheses.
Themethods are chosen by the scientist to allow a critical test of
the hypothesis. The formulation of hypotheses and their testing
constitute the process of making, rejecting, accepting, or mod-
ifying scientific theories; the theories that comprise our neuro-
surgical knowledge. The substance of science is not aggregated
data but the theories [10]. The underlying structure of evaluat-
ing and reevaluating scientific theories is always present in a
good article. An explicit view of the underlying theories and
paradigm are a prerequisite to define the aim of a study.

Undoubtedly, Acta Neurochirurgica is doing well. The
number of submitted articles has risen during the last year,
demonstrating the quality of theoretical reasoning, a necessity
for good articles.

The editorial office has introduced a new checklist for au-
thors to make the process easier for authors when writing and
formatting articles for submission and potential publication
with minimal revisions. The new checklist is available on
the Acta Neurochirurgica website. http://www.springer.
com/medicine/surgery/journal/701

It can be used either as a checklist before submission, or
can be downloaded and submitted as an attachment with the
manuscript. One of the major points is to define a Bgap of
knowledge^. The gap of knowledge defines what we do not
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know—but need to know to increase scientific knowledge; it
allows the definition of hypotheses and design of a study—it
provides an aim. Depending on the result, the study can con-
firm previous beliefs, discriminate between competing theo-
ries, or necessitate novel theoretical explanations. I believe
that the new checklist will help to structure articles and also
focus on the infinite Bgaps of knowledge^ that need to be
filled. We have also continued to shorten the review process
and now deliver a first decision after a mean of 15 days and
reach the final decision in 45 days. Our reviewers provide
rapid, usually excellent, reviews that are very helpful for edi-
torial decisions. We have recently simplified the evaluation
sheets for reviewers’ assessment, which has allowed clearer
decisions and feedback to authors; we hope that these changes
will enable better support and service to authors.

The excellent editorials in this issue by Juha Jääskeläinen
[6] and Ragnar Levi [7] add to our discussion of quality of
articles and they are intended as parts of our continued efforts
to promote Acta Neurochirurgica as the European
Neurosurgical journal: a journal that promotes articles that
enhance, discuss, and problematize professional knowledge,
theories, and practice of neurosurgery. A journal that pub-
lishes good articles.
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